OFFICER UPDATES

LUPE (Student Services)
• Career Services Director
  – Within last 2 years, have lost 3 psychologists
    ­> In the process of hiring 2 more
    ­> Hoping to establishing new spaces for counseling services to reach out
      • Residence halls, within AS offices, etc.
      • Looking for student support with that in the future
  – For every 1 psychologist, 2,020 students
  – Appointments are now postponed for 5 weeks
  – They are no longer problems, they’re crises
    ­> Students are more prone to suicide and depression
  – Advisory Committee
    ­> Hard to establish because people never go who say they are going to
    ­> Looking for AS representative
      • USHIP and Counseling Services

ANTHONY (Sustainability)
• Chancellor’s Sustainability Committee
  – Want to take over TAB (Transportation Alternatives Board)
  – Continuing Lead-Certified Buildings Program
    ­> Most of all UCs
    ­> Lock-in fee that seeks to provide zero-use energy by 2012
• Food Cart
  – Verbal commitment for a location outside of the Annex
  – Green Campus Program/TGIF
    ­> Asking them for money
  – Started passing out surveys, hoping to get around 250
  – Dinner: December 4th for faculty and students
    ­> Fundraiser and advertising opportunity
• Academic Senate Sustainability Work Group
• Green Campus Program
  – Faculty from different departments came in to showcase how they’re incorporating environmental issues in their classes
NADIM (Diversity & Equity)
• CAERS
  – Didn’t meet because of the holiday
  – Still plan on meeting with chair Hilary Bernstein on Friday with some other students
    ➢ Going to discuss what we’ve been covering in meetings so other students are more informed
• Peer Educators
  – Postponed “Study with Integrity” week to winter quarter
  – Discussion on hate crimes and how to best work on preventing hate crimes from occurring within
• Speak up Against Hate
  – Trying to think of a different name for this year’s campaign
  – Will be working on contacting groups
• Campus Climate Survey
  – Hoping to have ready by winter quarter
  – Need to talk to Joe Lee to get perspective from Committee on Diversity and Equity

CHLOE S (Facilities and Development)
• MCP
  – Meeting has been rescheduled; updates TBA
• AAB
  – Working on changes in research classes for transfer students
  – Also helping out on UGen Finals Week